
Please have a read through of all the instructions before you start your dinner. From 
the feedback we’ve received from all of our diners, we’d recommend working your 
way through course by course. Each course will take 10-15 minutes to prepare and 

cook, so the breaks in between courses won’t disrupt the whole meal. 

We’re very proud of this box and excited to take advantage of so many ingredients 
that are in their prime at this time of year.  The Scottish scallops have been 

outstanding in the past few weeks and work so well with the sweet and sour 
‘Oro Blanco’ grapefruit. We cure, smoke and dry the scallop roes to provide an 

interesting seasoning for you. 

The pork in this box comes from the ‘middle’ - so you receive a loin chop to share 
and also a piece of belly that has been slow cooked with beer and treacle. We hang 

the middles for a month so that the water content decreases leading to better 
flavour and texture. We think it’s a great combination with the radicchio and apple 

mustard. 

Lastly, please don’t be intimidated by the chocolate tart. We’ve worked hard on the 
recipe so that it works at home, we hope that you love a warm chocolate dessert as 

much as we do!

Best of luck, we hope you enjoy your meal. Thanks very much for your support, we 
really appreciate it!

James and the Lyle’s team 

Klaviyo Dinner Box



Bread & Butter 



1. Put the loaf on the middle shelf of the oven for 12 minutes -  
the aim is to bring back the crunchy crust of the bread and to  
enjoy the bread warm.

2. Take the butter out of the fridge so that it’s served at room 
temperature.

Bread & Butter 
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You’ll need: 
 

- Oven preheated to 180C (fan assisted)



Scallops, Garum, Cured Roe & Oro Blanco Grapefruit



1. Take the scallops out of the container and pat dry with a paper 
towel

2. Slice each scallop into 4 pieces and position on the plate with gaps 
in between the pieces

3. Add the pieces of Oro Blanco grapefruit into those spaces

4. Divide the colatura dressing between the plates by spooning it over 
the ingredients 

5. Sprinkle a little Maldon salt onto each piece of scallop

6. Grate the roe over each plate to cover the ingredients 

Scallops, Garum, Cured Roe & Oro Blanco Grapefruit 
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You’ll need:
 
- Knife 

- Grater

5 minutes prep time



Cornish Pork Middle, Rosella di Lusia & Apple Mustard 



Cornish Pork Middle, Rosella di Lusia & Apple Mustard 

1. Open the pork belly bag, place the meat on your oven tray and 
put in the oven for 10 minutes

2. Meanwhile, place your frying pan on the stove at 3/4 of full heat

3. Open the pork bag, take out the meat and season the outside of it 
with a pinch of salt on all sides

4. Pour the pork fat into your frying pan 

5. Carefully add in the pork chop - it should be hot enough to be 
sizzling, but if the fat is smoking then turn down the heat 

6. Make sure your stove extract is on full for this one!

7. Fry for 60 seconds on one side, then flip

8. Fry for 60 seconds on the second side and flip again

9. Roll the edges in the pan until they have picked up colour (60 
seconds)

10. Drop in the garlic, thyme and butter and start to “baste” or spoon 
the butter over the top of the meat

11. Once you have done this for 60 seconds on one side, flip it and do 
the same again - this is a total cooking time of 5 minutes
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You’ll need: 
15 minutes cooking time

- 20cm heavy based frying pan 
- Mixing bowl
- Knife & chopping board 
-200C Oven
-Non-stick oven tray



Cornish Pork Middle, Rosella di Lusia & Apple Mustard 

12. Remove the pork from the pan and leave to rest on a plate for 5 
minutes, it will then be ready to slice

13. After 10 minutes in the oven, take the belly out and brush with 
the treacle glaze

14. Place it back in the oven for a further 5 minutes, then brush again 
and put back in for a final 5 minutes

15. In a mixing bowl, mix your radicchio with a spoon of the 
radicchio dressing and a pinch of salt 

16. Slice the pork chop into 6 pieces and divide between the plates 

17. Add a spoon of the apple mustard to each plate

18. Take the belly out of the oven. Slice it in half, brush each side with 
more glaze and add to the plate

19. Place the radicchio leaves over the pork and build up your salad

20. Finish the plate by sprinkling the crispy pork skin and spooning 
the remaining radicchio dressing over everything - there may seem 
like there is a lot, but it is also there to be used as a finishing touch 
when eating the pork
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Continued...



Chocolate Tart



1. Place the 2 tart cases on the oven tray and take out the chocolate 
buttons for later use

2. Cut the corner of the bag containing the chocolate tart filling and 
squeeze into each tart case, filling them up half way

3. Open the oven and place the tray on the middle shelf

4. Leave the oven tray sticking halfway out of the oven. Carefully fill 
the tarts to the top with the remaining chocolate filling. Carefully 
slide the tray into the oven and close the door

5. Check after 12 minutes. Gently shake the tarts - when cooked, the 
filling should have a slight ‘wobble’ to it. If it doesn’t, bake for a 
further 60 seconds and check again

6. Remove from the oven and leave to rest for 5 minutes (if you can 
resist!) 

7. Pour a little olive oil over each tart, sprinkle on some salt and then 
grate the chocolate over the top

8. Transfer to your plate and add a large spoon of cold creme fraiche

Chocolate Tart
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You’ll need: 
 
- 180C oven (190C if not fan assisted)
- 1 x oven tray lined with baking parchment  
- Microplane or grater

15 minutes cooking time



Petit Fours



1. Take the macarons out of the fridge, to bring to room temperature

2. Place the brown butter cakes into a preheated 160C oven for  
6 minutes. 

3. BE CAREFUL, they will be hot when you take them out

4. Leave to stand for 1 minute before eating

5. Pour the vanilla sugar mix over the rhubarb pastilles and roll 
around in the pot until evenly covered

Petit Fours
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You’ll need: 
 
- 160C oven 
- Oven tray 

6 minutes prep time


